N6240 NOCH NA 14-Y PARALLELI (SOVIET UNION, 1971)
(Other titles: the night at the 14th parallel)

Credits: directors, Yulian Semyonov, Vladimir Shredel; writer, Yulian Semyonov; novel (On ubil menya pod Luant-Prabangom), Yulian Semenovich Semenov.

Cast: Valentin Gaft, Vsevolod Platov, Yelena Kozelkova, Zhanna Kovenchuk.

Summary: Action film set in contemporary Laos. Russian journalist Stepanov (Gaft) prepares a report on American involvement in Laos and a possible invasion. His report is eagerly anticipated by the news editor in Moscow. But Stepanov’s car is followed by an American helicopter. The American helicopter pilot, Ed Stewart, was Stepanov’s friend. Now he has been ordered to kill the Russian journalist before his report is sent.

No known reviews. Information from the Internet Movie Database.
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